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About This Game

Now includes original classic games The Bard’s Tale 1, 2 & 3!
You are the Bard, a selfish rogue weary of pointless sub-quests and rat-infested cellars. Through magical song you summon

characters to join your quest for coin and cleavage!
Prepare to immerse yourself in over 20-30 hours of adventure, featuring:

50 enemy types (not counting bosses!)

A vast world to explore with towns, wild forests, rivers, castles, towers, secret dungeons, snowy mountains, caverns,
haunted tombs and more

A full cast of bizarre NPC’s

Over a dozen special boss enemies to defeat

16 magical characters to discover and then summon at will to aid you

Over 150 unique items of weaponry, armor, instruments, tokens, artifacts and loot!

More Song & Dance numbers than any other game, including a zombie dance-off!
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Over 14 hours of outstanding voice-acting from top Hollywood talent, including Cary Elwes (The Princess Bride) as the
Bard, and the inimitable Tony Jay as the Narrator

Classics Games—includes original classic games The Bard’s Tale 1, 2 & 3.
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Title: The Bard's Tale
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
inXile Entertainment
Publisher:
inXile Entertainment
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2005
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English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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This is the most accurate portrayal of v a p o r w a v e in a game. The amount of time and effort that went into replicating this
dumb ironic meme is truly respectable. It has achieved what it set out to do and has captured my heart, making me nostalgic for
a time long gone.
Best walking simulator
Soundtrack is dope. Great game, good concept, and simple enough that you don't need much to run it. how ever the only reason i
give it 7\/10 is because on the lvl guiding pipes has an extremely hard part where the flies that attack you are smack dab in your
way and get killed in like 6 hits. please fix this, other wise you should get it it is gud. 6.5/10

+ Emotionally engaging and interesting narrative. I enjoyed the experience and am quite baffled by all the negative reviews.
+ Pretty good voice acting and visuals
+ Three endings (that I found).
+ Choices matter, though it only takes a few more minutes to replay and choose differently (and as a result, to get a different
ending).

- Very short, making the game less deep than it could have been with the same subject matter and story
- The game locked up my machine when I Alt-Tabbed out of it (I had to press Ctrl+Alt+Del and logoff to get control back).
This is a serious bug that should have been addressed before the game was released. The solution that I found was to configure
the game to use a window instead of full screen. I also used the Borderless Gaming[github.com] tool to remove the title bar and
get the same clean view as full screen.

Bottom line: Skip this game if you're looking for a game with puzzles. This is interactive story more than anything else, if you
don't like those, just move on. Also skip this game if you have issues paying a few dollars for a 30 minutes experience. I too
consider this to be too expensive and traded for a key, so no complaints from me there. Do get this game if you like interactive
stories and are ok with the game's dollar/minute ratio (or if it's ever on a bundle again).. I've never felt more of a fool on my
stream, but god this game is so underrated.. The first DLC that was released, and one of the weakest, this DLC has two maps,
one pretty fun one and one alright one.

The Pit is actually really cool, i really like the town type of maps in the game and have fun exploring them. There's some secrets
to find which is also fun.

The Blightreaper is the weaker one, sure it does have fun secrets to find, but the start of the map is just a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You have to run through a pitch black area while someone have to use a torch for
everyone to see. The rest of the map is alright. You run through the city and then you go into a building which then you have to
right hordes of enemies, activate some switches, open a door and grab the Blightreaper sword and run.

Other forms of content is Bogenhafen Chests, which contain cosmetics which can be given to other characters. You can get
these chests by completing milestones related to these maps or weekly quests which you are given the chance to earn three of
them.

I'll give it a 6.5\/10.. Bad game. Cluinky, ugly adn unbalanced. Kiritos everywher.. This game is example of eye cancer, your
eyes will bleed from tron-like graphics set in seizure color theme, avoid at all cost.. 8/10
Olen sairas.. Makes more fun than it looks like! i love it!. Super cute game ever, the most kawaii hungry monster ever :"3
9/10
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This game is ♥♥♥♥ing terrible i cant even get into the game couse i cant create a name for the ♥♥♥♥ing account ♥♥♥♥ this
game China is not number 1 ♥♥♥♥ off. Fun little high speed Galaga-esque shooter with choice early-'80s graphics and sounds,
but needs a little TLC. Can't choose resolution or window, so the game defaults to fullscreen. On my 21:9 setup this is making
my ship invisible along the bottom. I need to window this game, buddy! ALT + Enter does nothing. Also needs a little
explanation of what the powerups are. You unlock new ships as you play, but how? A little explanation and some basic graphic
options would go a long way.. I have a new game under the category of ‘favorites’ on Steam. That’s how much I think of Red
Winter Software’s Steam debut title, Dungelot: Shattered Lands. I had an inkling during my research of the game that I was
going to enjoy this one and it has proven me to be correct. I generally try to avoid allowing myself to have preconceptions about
games before I feature them on the site but in this case I found it very difficult. I’m traditionally not a huge fan of Minesweeper
which is one of the natural inspirations for this game but I have to admit that that aspect of the game really works for it. The
dungeon crawler – action RPG aspects of the game mesh very well to create an interesting game that was able to keep me
captivated throughout my playtime.

The game offers players a very thorough challenge. Although the presentation may make the game appear easier or more hand-
holdy than other dungeon crawlers it takes incredible use of strategy to delve deeper and deeper into the game once you have
successfully completed the game’s tutorial-like difficulty levels. Players have to advance through a number of floors – varying
by the dungeon – in order to advance. You begin with the armor, health and weapons and must search for more otherwise you’ll
ultimately lose as enemies become stronger. Generally I notice whenever I gain a new achievement and to my surprise on my
first session I was more than a little surprised that I walked away with ten of the fifty two on offer such was the attention that
the game itself held for me. I was also a big fan of the art style used both graphically as well as audibly. I felt that both worked
to aide the game’s immersion.

If there were things that I would advise the developers to add to the game I would begin with Steam trading cards. This will help
foster a greater purchase base for the game because without a multiplayer aspect you’re not going to get people playing so that
they can play with their friends. I feel that trading cards will increase the number of people buying the game. Another extrinsic
value that I would like to see is a slight lowering of the price. Don’t get me wrong at $9.99 I feel that the value is there for
people like me that would really enjoy the game but for those that are on the fence that price is a tad high especially if you have
an ability to purchase the iOS game at $2.99. Another small issue is the UI. It’s a little clumsy and could have been built better.
Only minor tweaks need to be made but it would make a world of difference.

Dungelot is a game that I know I will return to weeks and months, perhaps even years from now. It’s a very fresh and energetic
take on the dungeon crawler and action RPG genres. Who knew Minesweeper could be so much fun? It’s easy to learn yet
requires some serious thought to master.

For similar reviews and our popular daily giveaways please visit http://www.steamified.com/
For our Steam group please feel free to join http://steamcommunity.com/groups/Steamified. THIS GAME IS THE BEST
GAME EVER!!!!. 100% Rubbish.

Game gives you NO tutorial and just tells you to click a map a few times and then crashes. Terrible tablet graphics and horrid
music. Stay away at all costs!. This is a nice dlc. If you are a Scania fan then get this since it adds a lot of accessories to the
Scania trucks. I like some of the paint jobs this offers. I just wish SCS adds other dlcs likef this for other trucks besides Scania
and DAF. It would also be nice if this dlc added maybe a special engine for Scania or maybe a special suspension\/chassis but
the dlc as it stands is pretty good.. MS Paint bucket fill tool simulator

A really basic unity game; all it ever wanted to be was a fill tool.

PS: What are with the input options for this game? There are quite a few odd inputs like fire1/2/3 and zoom functions that don't
actually work in the game.

Thank you 50 cent christmas gift.
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